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Most of the trees have now shed their colorful autumnal foliage. Nature is bleak and 

already awaits the falling snow as I write this article. We've had a beautiful fall but our thoughts 

are turned by the activities in nature to the coming cold of winter. These days also turn our 

thoughts to the frigid wastelands and fringelands of the northern and southern extremities of this 

our Father's world. Our thoughts are often accompanied by speculations and ramblings 

concerning the animal world of these wasteland areas. 

For that arm-chair adventure let's transport ourselves to the wastelands of the south for a 

look at "Willie" the penguin, one of our feathered friends in these cold lands of the south. 

The penguin is not at home in the wastelands of the North although a relative of his, the 

great auk - now extinct - is a native of this area of the globe. In fact the very name "penguin" was 

originally applied to the great auk of the North Atlantic. The stout-bodied penguin is one of the 

best known and most loved of birds despite the fact that few people ever see the wide, 

wobbly-legged, short-necked creature on its home grounds. The penguin is one of the most 

"human" and most "comical" of birds. Its upright but awkward stance, flat feet, short stump of a 

tail and gawking stare are boons to the artist and the caricaturist. He even serves as the 

"trade-mark" for one of the leading mentholated cigarettes in our land. 

Some seventeen species of penguins have been classified and naturalists group them in 

the order Sphenisciformes (Short-winged birds). The range in size of the birds of this order is 

from the Little Blue Penguin of Australia and New Zealand waters, about 12 inches tall, to the 

Emperor Penguin of the Antarctic continent, which is more than three feet tall. These clumsy 

friends of the south range from four to ninety pounds. 

We are apt to think of these birds as native only in the South Polar regions and yet only 

two species, the emperor and the Adelie penguins live on the Antarctic continent. The remainder 

live in the southern seas far from the influence of civilization and occupy islands and barren 

coasts in the sub-Antarctic or Temperate Zones as far north as Australia, New Zealand, South 

Africa and South America. In western South America, which is washed by the cold waters of the 

Humboldt Current, penguins reach Peru and the Galapagos Islands off the coast of Ecuador and 

Peru. 

On land the penguin stands up straight on short legs and walks with a clumsy waddle 

simulating somewhat the waddle of our overly stuffed domesticized ducks. The back of the 

penguin is black and its breast is white. The penguin has often been described as the bird with 

the "tuxedo-like outfit." They have short flipper-like wings which from a distance look like arms 

and are useless for aerial flight but most advantageous in the water. The only means of defense 

apart from his swimming ability is his ability to use his sharp bill. The penguin's bill is plated 

like that of an albatross, to which he is somewhat related. 

The penguin is most at home in the water. It is in this environment that his quill-less wing 

is most advantageous. It is modified to such an extent that it resembles flipper. (This accounts for 

the first part of the bird's scientific name, the Greek word sphen meaning "wedge-shaped" - an 

allusion to the modified wing.) 

When the penguin navigates he literally flies under the surface of the water with the aid 

of these flippers and his web-like feet. He swims with a powerful overhand stroke and has 

amazing endurance. Despite his inability to fly, the penguin has been known to navigate great 



distances, cleaving through the water with great speed, alternately diving and leaping with the 

ease and grace of a porpoise. The Adelie penguin swims to the edge of `the Antarctic ice shelf 

and then waddles many miles inland on foot to the rocky ridges where she nests. At times the 

penguin will lie down and push himself along on his belly, sometimes attaining considerable 

speed in this "sled-like" position. 

One author writes that it is interesting to watch a group of penguins leap from the water 

onto the ice floes. He says it like watching a film of divers in reverse to see a platoon of emperor 

penguins plummeting three to five feet in the air out of the water onto the surface of the ice. Here 

they "toboggan" to a stop and pick themselves up like clumsy "wrestlers." 

It is generally conceded that the penguin is a gregarious and social animal. Penguins will 

waddle along in groups or single file, they swim in groups and they occupy the breeding and 

mating areas in groups. The nesting colony (sometimes as large as one hundred thousand we are 

told) is frequently on a hill top near the seacoast on tiny islands. Well-worn trails mark the way 

to these areas and the little fellows seem to be incessantly scrambling along these paths. 

The mating and breeding habits of penguin are quite unusual and singularly interesting. 

The penguin courtship also has a very practical aspect because the male tries to interest a 

promising mate by presenting her with pebbles - one at a time - for her inspection. This is 

practical because the pebbles are used by the penguins to raise the level of their nests as a 

protection against the melting snows when warmer weather makes its appearance. It is even 

believed and has been proved to be true that males who lack pebbles will attempt to steal a 

supply of them for presentation to a promising mate. 

The nest of the penguin is usually constructed of grass and weeds and is placed in the 

hollow or cavity in the rocks. Some species or groups of penguins nest on the bare ground or ice. 

The penguin lays one to three almost round white eggs. The young of the penguin is fed fish, 

squid or crustaceans. The parents pre-digest the food and regurgitate it, so the babies may eat it 

more readily. 

The Emperor Penguin, the largest and the one with the most southerly range of any bird 

in the world, has an amazing nesting habit during the long Antarctic winter. It lays one egg and 

cradles this one lone egg and later its chick on its wide flat feet under a canopy or pouch of loose 

abdominal skin to shield it from killing temperatures. The adult even manages to move about 

slowly while carrying the egg on its feet. From time to time the female is relieved of her burden 

by transferring it to its mate. By the time summer comes and the accompanying comparatively 

mild weather the young are too big for the pouch and they can survive when left to shift for 

themselves. 
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